


THOUGHT



Are brands made up of the collective perceptions and interactions that people with 
them? Or can you consciously build the thinking and psychology of your brand through 
a sophisticated process?

MOMU grappled with these questions for over five years, so you don't have to, and 
we've come to understand the art of building the collective mindset through a 
sophisticated and thought-out process.



LOGIC



Building brands should not start with a brutish attack on advertising, but instead, with 
building the brand’s architecture and its desired perception. From there reputation is 
then built through building relationships with consumers and clientele.

Connect to the people, their lives and lifestyles, needs and desires. That connection 
builds your reputation and gives your brand the strength of human support rather than 
depending on advertising only.

We have a 3 stage thought process we use to connect brands and their market:

Reputation and perception (brand identity , Design and discovery) Reassurance and 
endurance (brand building, growth strategies) of your brand/business

- Aligning personal, corporate and customer values with the goal to achieve massive 
success. Celebration and apprciation (brand management and brand/market relations) 
- Rewarding brand loyalty to your market 
- Incentives for brand consumption



LIVING BRANDS



Experience is memory is re-living is great brand relations.

Natural fits and connections become rich relationships which can be grown into 
evangelism - Personal experiences and thinking are far more effective than basic 
communication and advertising. A thinking brand, a feeling brand that adds value to 
your life is a brand that will have a great following and rich brand equity.

This is a brand that lives with you, a personable brand that has impact.



DESIGN THINKING



Typically, one can easily assume design thinking is just good design and nothing more, 
but it isn’t.

Design thinking is a though process that keeps in mind simplicity, innovation and 
problem solving. It allows us to find solutions that will fit naturally into peoples lives 
and yet still remain impactful and efficient.

Design thinking is a thought process that keeps in mind simplicity, innovation 
and problem solving. It allows us to find solutions that will fit naturally into 
peoples lives and yet still remain impactful and efficient. 



THE FIVEEEEE’S
OF BRANDING

RELATIONS



Educate / Get people to know your brand, how it works, what it stands for and what it aims to do.Experience /  design a unique brand experience for your market through touch- points, events and 
communication and after sale experiences and value adds.Embrace /At this stage customers now have a liking towards your brand and have implemented it into 
their lives and lifestyle.Emulate / They start to now relate to your brand and define themselves through it thereby entrenching 
themselves into your brand.Evangelise / The best part of it all is free word of mouth advertising and promotion because you have 
done so well with your brand promise. If your customers really love your brand they will recommend
it to those around them.



Educate / Get people to know your brand, how it works, what it stands for and what it 
aims to do.

Experience /design a unique brand experience for your market through touch- points, 
events and communication and after sale experiences and value adds.

Embrace /At this stage customers now have a liking towards your brand and have 
implemented it into their lives and lifestyle.

Emulate / They start to now relate to your brand and define themselves through it 
thereby entrenching themselves into your brand.

Evangelise / The best part of it all is free word of mouth advertising and promotion 
because you have done so well with your brand promise. If your customers really love 
your brand they will recommend it to those around them.



AT YOUR SERVICE



Reception by the public and evaluation

- How a brand acts and thus perceived 
- The behaviour of your brand and why

Perception (brand identity , design and discovery)

– How you look is very important, when designing your brand identity/appearance our 
focus is on the functionality, values and perception of the identity. Ultimately, the 
design must be appealing and pleasurable. 
– Corporate Identity design services 
– Design services
– Digital services (web and digital strategy) 
– Brand dissection and interpretation
– Brand promise and vision strategy and mapping

Brand personality



What elements go into the brand based on logic and processes?

Why the brand is executed as it is Positioning strategy and communications

We spend time with your brand and market and analyse with design led thinking

Reputation - activity planning, media planning, PR strategy
Celebration and appreciation (brand management and brand/market relations)

– Rewarding brand loyalty to your market 
– Incentives for brand consumption 
– customer satisfaction surveys
Reassurance and endurance (brand building, growth strategies) of your 
brand/business
– aligning personal, corporate and customer values with the goal to achieve massive 
success.
– brand campaigns

Design thinking and 
Implementation



- Repositioning and revisiting assumptions
- The brand and what drives it in public spaces (brand review) - Brand management 
from how the perception is in the market

Brand activations
Brand interaction sessions 
Social Media analysis
Brand experience review 
Re-align strategy
Branding and promotional material

Engagement and Interaction



ABOUT MOMU



MOMU is a brand thought agency with a design thinking philosophy.

Being an agency that loves brands and the thinking behind brands and 
how people interact with them, we indulge in them as much as everyday 
people would and spend time absorbing a lot whilst still remaining loyal 
to a few tried and tested brands.

We are about connections between brand and person.



THE THINKERS 
AND DOERS



A passionate young African who believes strongly in the African brand as a global 
player. Loves brands with his all and is fascinated by how brands relate and connect 
with the market. Spends his time asking a lot of questions and even more trying to find 
the right answers and goes on to challenge them.

He heads up MOMU and is also the founder.

Phetheho Mosia





MOMU is a brand thought agency with a design thinking philosophy.

Being an agency that loves brands and the thinking behind brands and how people 
interact with them, we indulge in them as much as everyday people would and spend 
time absorbing a lot whilst still remaining loyal to a few tried and tested brands.

We are about connections between brand and person.

THE WORK



Not enough fancy words can cover up for the work. We know. We looked for them.

Brands far surpass logos, campaigns and buying advertising space. They are 
meaningful and impactful relationships with people, product and services.

These are a few brands that we have worked on:
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OTHER BRANDS
WE’VE WORKED ON

OR CREATED



REVERT OPTION 1













GET IN TOUCH
WITH US



Patheho Mosia
Managing Director/Brand Strategist
082 556 9553 phetheho.mosia@momu.co.za www.momu.co.za @Momu_za 
@Phetheho
Postal Address
PO Box 41805 Craighall 2024 
Physical Address

Phetheho Mosia  

Managing Director/Brand Strategist 

082 556 9553  

phetheho.mosia@momu.co.za  

Ofentse Thinane 

Chief Operations Officer 

083 342 1881 

ofentse@momu.co.za 



“Always leave an impression”
Relationships all started with the eyes (visual appeal), then interactions (getting to know 
 a brand), experiences (making memories and bonding), are what builds them and gives 

them their character
...


